N
OT the least attraction of Professor Wilson's recent interpretation of Chaucer's Knight's Tale appearing in these pages is his opening statement : "The Knight's Tale is a masterpiece.'" Very few students of Chaucer would take exception to it, and furthermore it expresses admirably the attitude of scholars who have recently published studies of that tale. There has long been agreement that The Canterbury Tales is a masterpiece, and the General Prologue is likewise so regarded. But following it and the Knight's Tale without a breakin fact with the closest kind of linkage Chaucer used-are the Miller's Prologue and Tale, the Reeve's Prologue and Tale, the Cook's Prologue, and fifty-seven lines of the Cook's unfinished tale. This 4422-line group of tales and links (designated Fragment I by Professor Robinson whose text I am using) is more than a repository for one or two masterpieces: it is a masterpiece itself.
As there is no need to press the claims of the General Prologue or the Knight's Tale, much of what follows will be a discussion of the other parts of Fragment I, though not with the purpose of declaring them individually masterpieces. The aim is to discover the artistic integrity of the group as a whole. Professor William Frost in another recent interpretation of the Knight's Tale' stops just short of a similar purpose. To support his interpretation he cites briefly several features of the Miller's Tale. The procedure here, however, will not be to argue for one or another interpretation of the Knight's Tale by reference to other tales but to discover how carefully Chaucer has interconnected all the parts of the group and to demonstrate if possible how in this group as in any work with a unified theme the whole transcends the sum of the parts.
I
Professor Frost calls the Miller's Tale "the principal external means by which the Knight's Tale is made dramatic and given a certain artistic distance both from the reader and from the poet of the Canterbury Tales" (p. 304). I should agree were I looking as he was only at the Knight's Tale in its immediate context; but looking at the first group of tales as a whole, one is committed to the principle that one part is as important as another to the whole, at least until a lack of artistic unity is demonstrated and one part emerges as more worthy of attention than its complete context.
Chaucer's method of uniting The Canterbury Tales is dramatic, particularly in Fragment I, and has been recognized and praised often for that quality. In the Miller's Prologue, for instance, there is a sharp clash between Robin Miller and Osewold the Reeve. There is also an exchange of strong language between the Miller and the Host. This is serious because it threatens the existence of the agreement by which the pilgrims are bound under the Host's rule, but it goes deeper. The Miller insists profanely on telling his tale for a reason sufficiently strong to overbalance the risk of incurring the Host's penalty. He is about to do more than give a picture of marriage which will contrast with that the Knight paints in lines 3101 to 3106.' He has listened to the Knight's whole tale with the strongest interest, not a sympathetic interest but the sharper attention of "a janglere and a goliardeys" (I. 560) who will contend for the prize in a contest of story-telling. Thus in a study of the unity of Fragment I it is important to know his interpretation of the Knight's Tale-not the interpretation of Chaucer's courtly or literary acquaintances nor that educed hy the best modern scholarship but the Miller's own, warped and biased as it may be.
We cannot be certain that Robin Miller has no knowledge of the forms of chivalry and courtly love, for as "a goliardeys" he might have had acquaintance with them at least in degenerate romances;' but in his portrait in the General Prologue, his words with the Host, and his story itself we have no lack of evidence that, whatever his knowledge of the Boethian chain of love or the aspirations of the courtly lover beyond what he has just learned of them from the Knight, his attitude toward them will be cynical, or as he might say, realistic. To him the Knight has told a story of two young men in love with the same · young woman. Their rivalry, their likeness, and their differences were clear enough for Robin to grasp. It is the resolution of the complication which must most distress him. One of them prays to win the lady, the other for victory in the tournament. The latter wins but is fatally wounded when the gods intervene. Dying, he urges his rival's claim to his prize; but it is only after some years and on the avuncular advice of Theseus to make a virtue of necessity that the surviving two lovers are united. It is on this framework with significant differences that Robin constructs his rebuttal. We have his word that rebuttal it is when he interrupts the Host's request:
"Now telleth ye, sir Monk, if that ye konne Somwhat to quite with the Knyghtes tale." The Millere, that for dronken was al pale, So that unnothe upon his hors he sat, He nolde avalen neither hood ne hat, Ne abyde no man for his curteisie, But in Pilates voys he gan to erie, And swoor, "By armes, and by blood and bones, I kan a noble tale for the nones, With which I wol now quite the Knyghtes tale." (11. 3118-28) His emphasis on quite is unmistakable when compared with the Host's less · emphatic use of the word. He makes it a monosyllable, the Host a dissyllable. His stress makes it the equal of which (the antecedent of which is the tale intended) , wol, Knyght-, and tale; but the Host equates it metrically with a syllable of the indefinite somwhat and the prepositional or verbal extension with. Both use quite with a direct object, but the Host uses a less direct idiom, for to him it seems to signify only payment of the debt each pilgrim has contracted for. The Miller rudely says that he is going to tell off the Knight. He (or Chaucer) has constructed his tale skilfully and at the same time polentically and characteristically, that is, dramatically, as an answer to the Knight's Tale. He begins with a leering hint that marriage is not at all as the Knight has conceived it, hut he launches soon into a description of the wife, Alisoun, which conveys his contempt for the Knight's idealization of Emelye and his own lusty delight in the reality of a nubile woman.
If one may assume for the moment that the debate is launched (though the demonstration is to continue), this is a good place to examine Chaucer's method of conducting a debate. It is not his practice to beg the question or load the balance. He has warned the reader in the General Prologue that there are violent contrasts in this company of pilgrims and has even drawn the lines of this first clash plainly:
In al the route nas ther yong ne oold
That he ne seyde it was a noble storie, And WOl'thy for to drawen to memorie;
And namely the gentils everichon.
(II. 3110-13) That is one side at the end of the Knight's narration. Opposed to them are these others:
The Millere is a cherl, ye knowe wei this;
So was the Reve, and othere manye mo,
And . harlotrie they tolden hothe two. But though it is easy to gather from a knowledge of Chaucer and his other works that in such a conflict he will after all enrol himself on the side of the gentils, it is most important for an understanding .of his temper and his method to see how fairly and open-mindedly he has played the devil's advocate. It is a different kind of art he employs, to be sure, in the Miller's Talc than in the Knight's Tale; but a critic will hardly undertake to prove that the description of the preparation for the tournament, for instance, is intrinsically better than the description of Alisoun. Any preference is likely to be moral or personal rather than aesthetic. If Chaucer arrays himsclf on the side of the genlils at last, he will do so only after an examination of the merits of the case.
The Miller's dissatisfaction with the Knight's characters extends to the rival lovers as well as to Emelye. Arcite, who considers his claim to Eme1ye to be superior because he loves her as a woman while Palamon, who saw her first, worships her as a goddess, is too romantic still for Robin. He makes his Nicholas a much more real if much less admirable character. Students, I have found, have not the slightest difficulty in recognizing the essential Nick in his modern counterpart; and it is the same with Absolon . The squeamish clerk does, as Professor Frost says, "burlesque the manners of chivalry";' but even more he represents Nicholas's opposite number, the bashful admirer of women from a distance. His room today would be decorated with "pin-ups," just as a modern Nicholas would have in his apartment a real or pretended collection of etchings.
The old carpenter owes nothing to the Knight's great central character but presents a striking contrast to Theseus. The wisdom, judgment, and direction of affairs in the gentle tale all rest with the r>"An Interpretation of Chaucer's Knight's TaJe," 303, mature "due of Atthenes," whom the Knight represents as in the highest degree admirable. In the rude counter-tale the old carpenter is the victim of youth and lust, but the narrator wastes none of his or his readers' sympathies on the credulous old man. The Miller is quite ready to assert that the unchecked schemes and desires of youth determine how affairs of this kind will go. His characterization of the carpenter shows how little he believes in the reality of a man as wise as Theseus. H e makes even more of this stock character, the rich and aged cuckold, and of the means of his deception.
Professor Frost says, "Christianity enters the story as a ready means of duping an illiterate and credulous husband";' and from his point of view this observation is correct and sufficient. His aim is to examine and interpret the Knight's Tale and to check his interpretation at this point by a look at the Miller's Tale. He notes that the mythological machinery of the first tale is roughly paralleled by the scheme with which Nicholas persuades the carpenter that a second deluge is near and offers to make him a second Noah. But when the field of vision is widened to take in all of Fragment I, the point of view moved to that of the next story-teller (an essential step in the widening and one that the poet of The Canterbury Tales takes often and skilfully but never without fair warning ), the astrological-mythological machinery with its Boethian elements can . be seen to do more than enter the second tale in a new guise. The Miller clearly recognizes its importance in the first tale; that is why he so maliciously distorts it in his own. It seems to be the Knight's earnest belief that the dispensations of providence correctly interpreted and implemented by such human agents as Theseus' will result in "blisse, in richesse, and in heele" (I. 3102).
Since the Miller does not share this belief, he must have understood the motivation somewhat in this fashion: the three principals in the Knight's Tale pray ·to three deities; the conflicting prayers cause confusion in heaven; the gods, untroubled by human ideas of equity, grant both Palamon's and Arcite's prayers by the simple . and costly expedient of causing Arcite's death immediately after his victory; then, after some years pass, Theseus by reminding Palamon and Emelye of the uses of youth and love straightens out the mess the gods have made. Robin's heroine needs no such reminding, and Nicholas could hardly have been more precipitant; but the Miller is not content to quite the Knight's story by means of his more realistic characters only. The machinery of his plot must be more realistic too; or, to put all this on a statistical basis, he demonstrates in his story that, for every tournament winner killed by a fall' from a horse frightened by a fury sent from hell to answer conflicting prayers, there are numbers of . old fools taken in by astrologers, soothsayers, false prophets of doom, and fortune-tellers equipped as Nicholas is with "astrelabie" and "augrym stones" (II. 3209 f.). Granted his way of looking at things, Robin couldn't be more right; and it must be granted too that his supernatural machinery, despite its complications, carre&-ponds with the facts of the life he lives as a miller with a "thombe of gold.'''
On ground just as solid, if we permit the Miller for the moment to hold it, is his treatment of the rivals in love. The one of his pair of lovers who takes direct action gets an inunediate promise of success, and his tenure is never in danger. The other is not only defeated but wounded where he is painfully vulnerable, in his vanity and fastidiousness. There is a burlesque of the balance maintained between Palamon and Arcite when Absolon turns the tables on his rival for trying to enjoy too much his advantage and Absolon's discomfiture.
II
When folk hadde laughen at this nyce cas Of Ab,olon and hende Nicholas, Diverse folk diversely they ,eyde, But for the moore part they loughe and playde." (ll. 3855-8) The third line is fascinating for what it leaves unsaid. Could there have been any who heartily admired the excellence of this tale and just as heartily approved the attitude of the Knight it was told to quite? There could certainly have been one among the pilgrims. But even if this were the view of the majority it could not prevail, for among the minorities covered by the third line is Osewold. The brilliance of the Miller's performance and the ciarity with which it exposes his brutal materialism in opposition to the Knight's idealism have been lost on the Reeve. He sees no virtue in it except specious truth, for he seems, in spite of Robin's warning, to accept the tale as GLine 563; th at is, Robin is an honest miller! proof of his own wife's infidelity. Shamelessly and self-pityingly in his prologue he complains of the wretchedness of an old man, but he quemlously proceeds to avenge himself. Through his story of a trickster tricked he accomplishes his revenge and crows at the end, "Thus have I quyt the Millere in my tale." So he has, and so he has received credit for doing ever since the Cook said:
"I pray to God, so yeve me sorwe and carc, If evere, sitthe I highte Hogge of Ware, Herde I a millere bettre yset a-werk."
(n. 4335-7) But Jolly Roger has forgotten entirely the first tale told that day or never listened to it; at any rate he speaks as if only the Miller and the Reeve had preceded him. When we consider all three preceding tales and not just the two told by the cherls, though, we can see a more complex and significant effect of the third than this obvious one. In the first place, the Cook has awarded the decision to the wrong wrangler. The Miller tells an improper story, but its excellence and special interest corne from his art in telling it. The realistic description and dialogue raise it to a higher level than any other version of it could attain-to say nothing of the importance it achieves by being a contradiction to the Knight's solution of a fatal complication in love. The Reeve, however, tells an improper story with more spleen than art. He dwells longer on the impropriety, and although the miller of Tmrnpyngtoun is the chief target of his malice, in his anger he lets side blows fall on the miller's wife, daughter, and father-inlaw, and on the poor Cambridge scholars. The Miller is ill-mannered, but the Reeve is ill-natured. There is, in the second place, a more important matter in Fragment I than the contest of these two cherls. The Miller's performance is brilliant but perverse, and by complaining that the Miller "kan we! in myn eye seen a stalke, But in his owene he kan nat seen a balke," and by boasting that he could full well quite him "With bleryng of a proud milleres ye," the Reeve dramatically proves it perversely brilliant. The eyes of neither of them are quite clear, but it is the Reeve's angry blindness to what the Miller was replying to the Knight that proves that the first tale by a cherl is not and cannot come to good. " Oonly Osewold the Reve" goes quite wrong at first, but he is enough. Such a morality or lack of it as Robin professes is dangerous because it does not edify but traps a weaker sinner than himself.
By the time Osewold has finished, the Cook, not unexpectedly, and Harry Bailly, who can behave better, carry on in a manner less choleric perhaps but just as rude and taSteless. The aftermath of the Knight's Tale is unedifying, but really unedifying only to the pilgrims who respond vocally to the Miller's Talc. The spectacle of the angry Reeve, the unprincipled Cook, and even the usually courteous Host carrying on as if the gentiis had not been present is Chaucer's dramatic representation of the evils inherent in the Miller's view of life and love; it is equally his demonstration that the Knight's view is wise and just.
The contrast between the Knight's and Miller's ways of treating stories about two men in love with the same woman gives the first fragment its essential structure. The General Prologue prepares the way for this clash of attitudes and introduces all the participants in it as it does for the other tales and groups of tales. The Reeve's and Cook's tales and their prologues grow out of the clash, and the manner in which they do so is a clear indication of the nature and the consequences of the debate and Chaucer's central intention in this part of The Canterbury Tales. Thus not only the conflicts of gentil with cheri, reeve with miller, cook with innkeeper, but also conflicts in attitudes toward youth and age, romance and realism bind the first fragment into a whole. The dramatic nature of Chaucer's structure planned for The Canterbury Tales needs no reiteration. His characters may be seen and heard as in a lifelike manner they carry forward the consequences of their meeting at the Tabard, but life is not art, and the value of a study of Fragment I as a whole is the knowledge it can contribute to an understanding of the motivation for this lifelike action which is consistent with the parts of the work and with Chaucer's attitudes and methods of work.
